
Brief Date               23rd Nov 2016
For your calendar   1st JANUARY - Proposal deadline 
                      24th MAY - Exhibition date  

Venue              THE SHOREDITCH BOOK CLUB
      100-106 Leonard St,  Shoreditch, 
                              EC2A 4RH 

PRGRM2ED PERCEPTION
CREATIVE ODYSSEY 

Hey! 
We founded Prgrm2ed Perception 
to give all upcoming artists and musicians an accessible platform to 
exhibit their talent! We are so excited by the creative genius being 
explored today and believe it deserves more attention from the arts 
industry. One of our main ethoses is to ensure each artist responds 
to the brief in their own individual way, understanding that there is 
complete freedom to express themselves and follow any path they 
feel most inspired by. We expect personal responses that excite you 
and represent you individually as upcoming artists dependant on your 
experience and perspective towards each topic. This is your opportu-
nity to represent yourself as a practioner, be as literal or conceptual as 
you like and communicate a message through your creative talent. 

BREIF
This project is based on the mind of creative people in how we think, analyse, 
notice and reapply reality into art. The process may be one we overlook at times 
because it is normality to us; to see something we like and re-create it on paper 
or with clay or through music. Our brains ability to translate reality through art 
is a beautiful function many can’t understand. To the point where some believe 
it’s useless and shouldn’t be on our educational criteria. Imagine a world without 
art, photographs, aesthetical and functional design, left with only grey shades of 
paint and rectangular objects. No thanks! 

Just because you may have an artistic brain it doesn’t mean you can 
understand other creative minds. No creator thinks the same nor makes the 
same. This is exactly what we want to explore. 



This project is all about you and your conscious and subconscious 
creative development towards an outcome.
What we ask of you is to question and explore:

•  How your creative mind absorbs information?
(Do you learn theoretically through writing, reading or listening or practically/ki-
netically through visuals or acting out the process numerous times)

•  On a daily basis what do you immediately acknowledge subconsciously 
and consciously both positively and negatively which inspires your work? 

- Are they visual, audit or tactile? 
- (Certain colours, shapes, textures, characters, flowers, paperclips, conversa-
tions, specific numbers, anything subtly unaligned, misspellings, brunettes, 
trains, rhythmic sounds etc.)

•  Do you embrace and work with or avoid and get around any    
changes and accidents during your journey?

•  What are your immediate go-to techniques/mediums/colours? 
- If you have no particular go-to, do you feel it’s important to stay fluid and treat 
each project uniquely? 
- Do you usually begin with a particular material but end with another? 
- However you answered, why do you think that is?

•  Where do you take your bulk of inspiration from when beginning a   
project? 

- (Daily life, other artists (upcoming and established), film, imagination, dreams, 
design, spirituality, online/book based/experience research, the news, media, dif-
ferent cultures, world wide matters, family and friends etc.)

You are free to expand this list with any more questions which are relevant to 
you. Your answers should inspire you towards how your visualisation of your mind 
will look and what particular things will feature in your piece. It should also indi-
cate things your mind doesn’t respond to, ignores or gets frustrated with which is 
just as much a part of your creative mind process.



There will be two final outcomes:

1 - A visual installation depicting the inner workings of your creative mind in 
response to the theme ‘A JOURNEY / AN ODYSEEY’. 

2 - A singular final piece concluding your chosen Journey and the end of 
your creative odyseey. This must be in a medium relevant to your practice 
for example a digital illustration / painting / sculpture / architectural creation 
(digital or hand drawn) / film / a poem etc. 

We ask you to select a specific journey /odyseey you’d like to get creative with 
and explore it in any way suited to you. As you do so from the very stage of 
recieving this brief we ask you to document any challenges and break throughs 
and record every stage of your creative process including any inspirations, 
notes, sketches, conversations, challenges and break throughs etc. Truely ana-
lyse how you mind works and what your creativity dislikes as well as likes. These 
elements and previous answers will come together in the creation of your instal-
lation.

You may choose a journey / an odyseey as literal or conceptual as you like 
and it doesn’t have to be personally experienced by yourself so it could be a 
journey you feel inspired or passionate about and it may not have happened yet.

For example; Your Journey…
- To work / university / a friend’s house / a particular 
 area you visit often or randomly / the dentist / the hospital
- Spiritually 
- With addiction
- Through rehabilitation
- Over a day / year / decade
- With your hair
- With a piece of art
- Into 10 years time 
- Learning a new process/medium 
Or The Journey...
- of the Refugees
- of birds during migration
- of the bees 
- of your ancestors 
- of politics
- of power 
- of women



1 - A visual installation depicting the inner workings of your creative mind in 
response to the theme ‘A JOURNEY’. 

We are planning to create an interactive environment which allows the audience 
to literally immerse themseleves into the mind of different creatives. 

One of the ideas for this installation is four large boxes (one per artist) attatched 
to the wall for the audience to sit beneath and put their heads into. Inside would 
be your visualisation of Your Creative Mind as a new world. The idea behind 
this is to re-create the sensations of a busy but focused mind where visuals and 
writings fly around according to thought patterns. The audience’s own mind will 
become yours for a period of time as they analyse just as you did. The idea of 
the box closing you off from the outside world represents the function of having 
your eyes closed and being within your own mind. 

Once exiting your Creative Mind, the audience will follow a connecting feature 
(possibly string) coloured to represent you towards your final piece which they 
should be able to obviously recognise and make connections to your creative 
process. Each piece will be a celebration of your practice and you as an individu-
al artist which will be very appealing to possible employers within your practice.

VISUALS:
The walls are brick and drilling is allowed. Size is not an issue and can 
be discussed in more detail in response to your proposal up to the 
creation of your final piece.

SELECTION PROCESS:
When you send us your proposal by the 1st of January, we will an-
alyse and give feedback accordingly. We have already secured our 
Illustrator, Film maker and Sculptor.

We are still looking for more
ARCHITECTS.

This could be an someone more on the designer side or the making/
structure/building side. Both could be quite interesting so please ap-
ply if you feel you could be categorised by this subject matter in any 
way! 

This will be very difficult for us however we put on several events per 
year and if we particularly love your idea and style we may put you 
forward directly for other events we have in mind!



 
PROPOSALS DUE – THURS 1ST JAN

We will need completed proposal forms which will be available on 
our website through the apply page by this date. Proposals will con-
sist of your chosen subject matter and concept / idea, as well as the 
details of your work including preferences on size, medium, hanging /
display plans, any equipment requirements, number of pieces etc. 

We will be asking for some updates of work developments through-
out to keep up the momentum and the venue owners updated.

SOCIAL MEDIA CAMPAIGN
With you guys we can get the word out for this event so much further 
via social media! If everyone takes part in inviting, sharing and liking 
the page and poster at the time of its release into the abyss with a 
link to the facebook event we can spread like wild fire!! We will be 
doing this on Facebook, Instagram and Twitter.

Get Creative! 
Good Luck!
Speak soon

Love Ella and Lizzie
x x

Feel free to say hello, ask anything
and follow what we’re getting up to!

Via Email:      Programmedperceptionarts@hotmail.com
Instagram:     @Prgrm2ed_Perception 
Facebook:     @Prgrm2edperception 
Twitter:    @Prgm2d_Prceptn


